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              New Director of Human Resources joins Alabama ONE 
 
Tuscaloosa, AL: Alabama ONE has appointed Tracy Beam as Director of Human 
Resources (HR).  Beam, a graduate of Auburn University, joins Alabama ONE 
with over two decades of all-encompassing HR experience in Finance, 
Commercial, and Manufacturing industries. Beam possesses the extensive 
experience and industry passion to lead the HR Department to new heights. As 
Director of HR, Beam is tasked to oversee all Human Resource activities, also 
ensuring that personnel functions are uniformly applied. CEO, Bill Wells, shared 
his enthusiasm for the new hire stating, “We are so very excited to welcome 

Tracy to the Alabama ONE TEAM.  Tracy’s vast and deep experience handling human resource duties 
and responsibilities in multiple locations will prove extremely beneficial to Alabama ONE as we build out 
our statewide franchise. Tracy will help lead our efforts to build and guide our TEAM as we go into new 
markets to better serve our existing, and new, Members of Alabama ONE.” Equipped for the role, Beam 
stated, “I bring over 28 years of acquired skills and experience to the Alabama ONE TEAM. My in-depth 
understanding of Human Resources enables me to align both business and team goals.” Beam assumed 
her position on September 12 and is “mostly looking forward to serving the Alabama ONE TEAM as well 
as the wonderful communities throughout our state.” 
  

### 
 

About Alabama ONE 
Alabama ONE Credit Union, based in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, was chartered in 1951 as the TRW Federal 
Credit Union. Today, Alabama ONE is a $950+ million-dollar, full-service financial institution currently 
with 18 branches serving more than 75,000 Members throughout Tuscaloosa, Montgomery, Mobile, 
Jefferson and 18 other counties, as well as the employees, trustees, retirees, family members and 
members of the 23 Alabama rural electric cooperatives. Alabama ONE is now a statewide franchise 
reaching 57 of the 67 counties in Alabama. Alabama ONE provides a unique offering of consumer and 
business-related products, as well as wealth management and an in-house insurance agency. Alabama 
ONE is dedicated to giving Members the resources they need to build the strong financial future they 
deserve. 
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